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EARTH SOLUTIONS PROJECT
Experts & the World
Solving the Our Problems
 There are 28 urgent problems needing expert attention around
our world.
 The Earth Solutions Project will use Crowd Research to include
the input of various experts and the public around the world in
28 issue areas.
 The Project will create a platform in which experts and the public
share and work toward solutions.
 Below is former World Bank vice president Jean-François Rischard’s
list of Twenty Global Issues that need to be solved in twenty years.
He recommended that 30 world experts in each field gather for two
years to make recommendations to 70 other experts in their field to
come up with solutions.
 We have added 8 more issues to be addressed. The Earth Solutions
Project welcomes the creation of a world community of experts and
thousands of world contributors adding and editing global solutions.
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EARTH SOLUTIONS PROCESS
SHARING
OUR PLANET

SHARING
OUR HUMANITY

SHARING
OUR RULE BOOK

Issues involving the
global commons

Issues requiring
global commitment

Issues needing
global regulation

1. Global warming
2. Biodiversity and
ecosystem losses
3. Fisheries depletion
4. Deforestation
5. Water deficits
6. Maritime safety
and pollution
7. Safe, renewable
energy to eliminate
carbon, pollution
and radiation
8. Population
balancing for
sustainable families
and sustainable
communities
9. Enlightened
Leadership
including wisdom
and benevolence
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10. Massive reduction
in poverty
11. Peacekeeping,
prevention of
conflict and
terrorism
12. Education for all
13. Global infectious
diseases
14. Digital divide
15. Natural disaster
prevention and
mitigation
16. Prevention of
addiction to
legal and illegal
drugs
17. Employment
18. Ending slavery
and sex-trafficking
19. Wealth-sharing,
commonwealth
and infrastructure
for all

20. Necessary taxation
21. Biotechnology rules
22. Global financial
architecture rules
for banking,
trading, investment
and competition
23. Intellectual
property rights
24. E-commerce rules
25. International labor
and migration rules
26. Intelligence and
spying rules
27. Reduction of the
Military-Industrial
Complex freeing
needed resources
28. Reduction of
power of Lobbies
and Campaign
Financing to
influence legislation
and elections
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COMMUNITY PEACE & SUSTAINABILITY
Sanford
INDICATOR
1

POPULATION

2

TRANSPORTATION

3

EDUCATION

4

WORK, EMPLOYMENT

5

RENEWABLE ENERGY

6

HEALTHY FOOD,
GARDENING

7

WATER, SANITATION

8

HEALTHCARE

9

GOOD GOVERNMENT

10

RELATIONSHIP
TO PEOPLE

11

RELATIONSHIP
TO NATURE

12

VOLUNTEERISM
BY ALL

13

GENEROSITY AND
CONTRIBUTION OF TIME,
TALENT, KNOWLEDGE

14

APPRECIATION FOR ART,
CREATIVITY, SCIENCE,
NATURE, WONDER, THE
SACRED, THE HOLY
(WITHIN AND BETWEEN
ALL FAITHS)

15

PEACE, TRANSCENDENCE,
ALIGNMENT WITH
POSITIVE ENERGY

MEASUREMENT
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4

5

6

7
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The community has enough work, housing, open
space, schools and medical facilities for the
population.
The community has enough public
transportation for all who need it at an
affordable rate.
The community has effective schools for all.
The community has enough job opportunities
for all who need work.
The community has effective means for
providing access to energy sources for all.
The community has sufficient access to healthy
food, grown locally.
The community has adequate supplies of clean
water and sanitation facilities.
The community has enough health care
providers and high standard facilities for
delivering it. There are adequate avenues for
education, especially in preventative measures.
The community has well-established guidelines
for a system of government that provides checks
and balances as well as methods for ensuring
accountability.
People of different races, religions, nationalities
and walks of life are welcomed and free to
associate with whomever they want.
The community provides educational avenues
for teaching a respectful approach to nature in
schools as well as business practices and
develops standards for ensuring those
guidelines are met.
The community provides opportunities for all to
assess their skills and encourages its members
to participate generously.
The educated, successful, financially fortunate
people in the community participate in
contributing time, talent, knowledge and money
to causes in the community.
The community provides opportunities for
creativity, faith-sharing and encourages its
members to participate in deepening their
spiritual lives.
The community encourages non-violent
methods of communication and provides
educational opportunities for learning to
develop these skills as well as offering
incentives for implementing non-violent
communication skills in schools and businesses.

TOTAL WHOLE SYSTEM,
SUSTAINABLE, HEALTHY COMMUNITY INDEX
Earth Solutions Project
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Score of _______ out of 150
_______ %
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July 2014: UPDATE
BREAKDOWN IN GLOBAL COMMUNICATION
Unless a breakthrough is made in communication, values
agreement, institutions and new systems, wars will
proliferate... the Middle East, Afghanistan, Africa, Ukraine...
is Asia next?
DRIVING THE BREAKDOWN
1. Lack of sustainable communities, drug gangs and
population growth in poor nations are driving illegal
immigration, fostering friction globally.
2. All permanent members of the UN Security Council
are engaged in weapons profiteering, driving violence
and war.
3. Billionaire Koch Brothers, Tea Party, reactionary forces
are growing against the United Nations and sustainability.
4. Fundamentalist extremists are locking horns globally.
5. Kleptocracy is growing, oligarchy and plutocracy are
overwhelming democracy because successful, “traditional”
type people are not participating in the democratic
transformation needed for new institutions and systems.
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